ALGICIDE
DESCRIPTION
Pool Pride Algicide is an effective treatment that will help eliminate algae and keep your pool
crystal clear all year round. Used during the swimming season Algicide will extend the algicidal
properties of Pool Pride chlorine sanitisers.
USES
It should be noted that algicide is compatible with all pool sanitising products. During the nonswimming and winter months, algicide can be used as an effective pool winteriser. Algicide
provides an economic and labour saving method of ensuring pools remain free of algae through
these non-use periods and promotes easier start-up for the swimming season.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
For the swimming season:
1. Add Pool Pride Algicide to your pool every six weeks to boost algae inhibiting properties of
Pool Pride chlorine sanitisers.
2. Dilute using the rates shown in the table below:
Pool Size (L)
10,000
30,000
50,000
80,000
100,000

Initial Chlorine
Shock Dose - Pool
Pride Granules
200g
600g
1000g
1600g
2000g

Algicide Content
during the Swimming
Season
100 mls
300 mls
500 mls
800 mls
1000 mls

Algicide Content
during the Nonswimming Season
200 mls
600 mls
1000 mls
1600 mls
2000 mls

For the non-swimming season (Winterising):
1. Vacuum pool and backwash filter.
2. Add an initial shock dose of Pool Pride Granules at a rate of 200g per 10,000L of pool water.
Allow pool to de-chlorinate until free chlorine level is between 1 - 2ppm.
3. Pour Pool Pride Algicide around the edges of the pool and re-circulate pool water to ensure
uniform distribution. Continue to add Pool Pride Algicide every six weeks at the rate shown for
the non-swimming season. Do not repeat the shock dose treatment - filter the pool once per
week. For best results it is recommended you cover your pool during this season.

PACK SIZES

12x1 Lt ctn
Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet for handling and first aid instructions.
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